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Panacea Life Sciences 

Greetings, 
 
As you are all aware, the 2018 Farm Bill passage clarifies our legal situation with respect to 
working with and processing hemp.  However, a recent press release by the Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) may have caused confusion regarding the legality of hemp-based 
products.  We have been well aware of the federal government issuing confusing statements on 
the legality of hemp-based products and are working diligently to provide all of our customers 
and clients clear understanding and an acceptable path forward for working with Panacea Life 
Sciences products.  This letter is not intended to be a definitive legal opinion, but frames our 
company direction. 
 
The purpose of the FDA press release (link is listed below) is to simply state the FDA position on 
how to treat hemp, which in the 2018 farm bill now classifies hemp as a commodity.  The FDA 
has always had oversight on food, dietary supplements and drugs.  The passage of the farm bill 
does not change this.   
 
The FDA has two major concerns in that hemp-based dietary supplements are manufactured in 
a safe manner and that the public is not mis-lead by label claims or contents of manufactured 
products.  Having hemp as a commodity does not allow our industry to add phytocannabinoid 
rich hemp oil (CBD-hemp oil) into food.  Panacea embraces the FDA providing guidelines for 
how these products will be manufactured and marketed, not because these are government 
regulations, but because the quality control the FDA will mandate for hemp-based products is 
simply the right thing to do.  We continually monitor regulations to allow for continuous 
product manufacturing that lead us to institute procedures ensuring  each and every product 
we make comply with federal guidelines and regulations.  The movement to our new facility in 
early 2019 will allow us to work with the FDA to attain certification either as GMP or ISO9001 
for our manufacturing operations.  Rest assured that each and every product we make has 
extensive testing that makes the products safe and has accurate quantities of hemp oil and 
CBD.  See our batch records using the QR codes for more information. 
 
Regarding FDA approval of our products, based on the outcome of the pending meeting 
mentioned in the FDA press release, we will adapt if needed, to ensure we comply.   Note that 
we have been very careful and deliberate about all labelling and usage of marketing materials, 
as well as being cautious about providing guidance regarding using our supplements to treat 
various ailments.   
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Panacea, and Heal-X, are uniquely positioned to have our company and products compliant 
with FDA policies, whereas a majority of hemp-CBD companies currently marketing products 
will find themselves non-compliant and be at risk of shut down by the FDA.   
We hope that this email helps clarify the FDA letter and how Panacea will be working to 
address these issues in the future. 
 
The recent FDA press release can be found at: 
https://www.fda.gov/NewsEvents/Newsroom/PressAnnouncements/ucm628988.htm. 
 
Hoban Law has released concise summary of what the farm bill legalizes and pending issues:  
https://hoban.law/blog/2018/2018-12/hoban-law-group-statement-farm-bill. 
 
 
Best regards 
 
James W. Baumgartner, Ph.D. 
President 
Panacea Life Sciences 
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